
Take premium sound with you, wherever you go. The AH-D1200 draws on more than 50 years of Denon legacy in headphone engineering to provide a durable,  
artfully-designed headphone with high-resolution sound. Custom 50mm drivers provide detailed, accurate sound worthy of your favorite tracks. Built for extended use, the 
AH-D1200 features ergonomic construction with over-ear memory foam earpads and a lightweight, comfortable fit. Whether you want to unwind on your commute or focus 
on the task at hand, the AH-D1200 helps you listen comfortably for as long as you like.

www.denon.com

PREMIUM SOUND AND ON-THE-GO COMFORT

FEATURES YOUR BENEFITS

Premium Sound Premium sound for the avid traveler and daily commuter

50mm Drivers 50mm drivers tuned for the outdoors deliver clear, detailed sound

Ergonomic Comfort Ergonomic memory foam earpads for comfortable long-wear

Contemporary Design Soft engineered leather provides comfort and design integrity

Foldable Design Foldable design and carrying case for ease of travel and storage

Detachable Cable Detachable cable with built-in mic for phone calls on any smartphone

Durable Materials Durable aluminum diecast hanger

In-line Remote Control Control music and video playback on any Apple compatible device

PRODUCT INFORMATION

OUTDOOR OVER-EAR HEADPHONESAH-D1200



SPECIFICATIONS

Weight 0.26kg

Driver Diameter 50 mm

Driver type Dynamic
Product Dimensions 155 x 210 x 90 mm
Impedance 24 Ω
Sensitivity 100 dB/mW

Maximum power input 1.300 mW
Frequency response 5 - 40,000 (Hz)
Cable x2 1.3 m length

Plug 3.5 mm (Player)
2.5 mm (Headphones)

NA UPC AH-D1200BKEM 883795004404 Black

AH-D1200WTEM 883795004411 White

JP JAN AH-D1200BKEM 4951035064542 Black

AH-D1200WTEM 4951035064559 White

EU EAN AH-D1200BKEM 4951035064566 Black

AH-D1200WTEM 4951035064573 White

Denon is a trademark or registered trademark of D&M Holdings, Inc.

* All specs can be subject to change  

Premium Sound
Premium sound, wherever you go. Denon-proprietary 50mm drivers in the AH-D1200 deliver dynamic sound 
for your listening pleasure. These drivers and acoustically driven materials provide exceptional sound quality 
matched with contemporary, elegant design. High-resolution audio support lets you fully enjoy your favorite 
albums. Plus, the Denon Audio app gives you the freedom to EQ music to your preferences. Enjoy music  
as it was meant to be heard. 
 

50mm Drivers
Designed in Japan, the 50mm drivers in the AH-D1200 headphones greatly reduce unwanted resonances and 
distortion and provide accurate, detailed sound. Constructed from materials chosen for rigidity and low mass,  
the drivers are mounted on vibration-reducing engineering baffles. What’s left is the purest possible sound for  
your listening pleasure. 

Ergonomic Comfort
Designed for your daily commute. The AH-D1200 is shaped to offer a universal fit and light enough to wear 
comfortably for an extended duration. Soft, engineered 3D shaped memory foam ear pads with minimal side 
pressure and lightweight materials let you listen for as long as you like. Whatever your schedule, the AH-D1200 
headphones help you relax and listen with ease.
 
Contemporary Design
The AH-D1200 features an elegant build in both black and white stylings. Soft, engineered leather complements 
the bold monochrome housing for a modern design aesthetic. The included three-button remote on the cable 
provides seamless control for volume and music, providing an easy and enjoyable listening experience.  

On-The-Go Convenience 
Take the AH-D1200 with you on your commute. Make calls on any smartphone with the detachable cable and  
built-in mic. Tuned for outdoor environments, the 50mm drivers deliver clear, detailed sound while you move  
through the day. A foldable design and carrying pouch make the AH-D1200 portable and easy to store. And with  
a durable build, the AH-D1200 headphones offer superior sound, anywhere you go.
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